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It’s that time of the year again when everyone expects a nice car-related 
present if they were nice. Ho-ho-ho! We zoomed through the entire 
year and are looking forward to the next.

But of course it also means we have some times to finally slow down 
and relax and see the road we took to arrive here. This issue is just one 
shy of our big one hundred, which is quite an achievement in magazine 
speak, more so for a magazine which is read by those who appreciate 
cars and love performance. 

Branching out into other pursuits, I’ve met with people who usually 
go wow when they meet a car magazine editor, and it’s almost a 
stereotype that we truly enjoy trying out the latest cars - in reality, it’s 
not that easy being an editor.

With coffee bills far exceeding our petrol, it’s not quite a rosy job that 
everyone thinks it is. Arranging for shoots, finding places, managing 
people and the everlasting need to get first dibs on anything. How 
about we not forget the editor’s biggest headache: What next? 

However, 2018 has been a good year for us. We managed to eke 
out the niches of this niche - Notably the latest Civic Type R, the Mini 
Cooper S, Caldina GT, GTO, heck, even a tastefully done Sienta and 
Spare Star thrown into the mix, among the rest of the established horde 
of performance cars. 

What’s is hard is learning about taking the magazine beyond what 
Signing off,
Krado Low

2018 IN A NUTSHELL.EDITOR’S NOTE

it represents. Of course, we will be starting with a full top-to-bottom 
evaluation of the content, searching for ways to enhance readers’ 
experience - plus other ways of tickling the mind. Yeah, so for the first 
time ever, we have a model that comes from the colourful world of 
cosplay - and mind you, they are really into their craft, as much as we are 
into our cars.

Looking forward, our mission remains constant: Our role to inform, 
inspire, and build is still our driving force behind every issue. Passion is 
a two-way street, we would love to hear from you, your ideas, inspiring 
stories, and advice. Besides, someone said we featured too many 
performance cars, that really enlightened us.

Here is wishing you all the joy of the season. May every day of the new 
year to be filled with success, happiness and prosperity for you. See you 
next year! 
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It’s long been the major stumbling block with electric 
vehicles: cutting down on emissions and pollution - the 
raison d’etre for EVs - is a noble ideal to work towards, 
but real-world drivers will never truly be at ease with 
the issue of range anxiety and the lengthy amount of 
time required to charge it up.

The question then, of what will power our cars in 
future, is an open one. But on paper at least, one of 
the most desirable solutions is hydrogen; it combines 
the long range and quick refuelling times of internal 
combustion engines with the cleanliness of electric 
vehicles. The only reason this technology isn’t more 
popular is the difficulty in extracting hydrogen to use 
as a fuel source.

In any case, hydrogen is what powers the Hyundai 
Nexo fuel cell vehicle (FCV), which Komoco Motors 
brought to Singapore for a showcase at the Grand 
Hyatt hotel recently.

Unfortunately, the car is not available in Singapore, but 
it is on sale in limited markets, namely in South Korea, 
Europe, and the United States. 

Fuel cell technology may seem like a world away, but 
it’s actually production-ready: Hyundai says it’s ready to 
sell the Nexo in any location with a hydrogen fuelling 
infrastructure in place. 

The Nexo looks every bit a regular family SUV. It’s based 
on a dedicated platform (Hyundai’s previous FCV was 
based on the Tucson/ix35), which allows for a more 

efficient use of space. 

This means less compromises are required of weight, 
performance, and cabin room in order to accomodate 
the fuel cell, batteries and hydrogen tanks, although 
the Nexo is still a large car; at 4,670mm long and 
1,860mm wide, it’s only slightly smaller than the Santa 
Fe, Hyundai’s seven-seat family SUV.

Under the bonnet sits a fuel cell stack which generates 
electricity from hydrogen, which is then used to power 
an electric motor. Outputs of 120kW (161hp) and 
394Nm of torque give the 1.8-tonne Nexo a 0-100km/h 
time of 9.5 seconds. Not amazing figures, but on par 
with regular battery EVs, and more than sufficient for 
everyday driving. Meanwhile, the three tanks at the 
back can hold up to 156 litres of hydrogen (and can be 
refilled in five minutes), which Hyundai estimates will 
give a real-world range of about 600km, about 100km 
more than even a Tesla Model S, and twice what the 
Ioniq Electric can manage. 

While the fuel cell technology is impressive, the lack 
of a hydrogen network here means the Nexo will be of 
little relevance to the average Singaporean car buyer. 
But what will be of more interest are the tech features 
the Nexo also showcases, which will probably trickle 
down to Hyundai’s mainstream models.

First up is Blind-spot View Monitor, an extension of 
current blind spot monitoring tech. When you signal 
to change lane, the feed from either of two rear view 
cameras mounted under the wing mirrors will pop up 

on the driver’s instrument screen, allowing you to be 
absolutely sure there’s nothing hiding in your blind 
spot. A similar system is also available in the new Lexus 
ES, albeit only in its home market

There’s also Remote Smart Parking Assist, which can 
autonomously park a car (and exit the lot) whether 
or not a driver is in the car, as well as Lane Following 
Assist and Highway Driving Assist, which can   
semi-autonomously drive itself down the road at up 
to 150km/h.

It may seem a slightly peculiar choice for Hyundai to 
go down the FCV route, considering it already has 
the Ioniq EV and Hybrid, with an EV version of the 
Kona shortly to follow. But the company has actually 
been involved with fuel cell research since 1998, and 
the ix35 FCV, launched in 2013, was actually the first 
such vehicle to go on public sale (preceding efforts by 
companies like Honda and Mercedes-Benz were only 
offered on a lease basis). That said, the Nexo does face 
a major competitor in the form of the Toyota Mirai, 
which we drove last year in Japan.

Since nobody knows exactly how our cars will be 
propelled in future (Fossil fuels? EV? Hydrogen? Or 
different solutions for different applications?), this 
multi-pronged strategy is all part of Hyundai’s plan to 
hedge its bets, so that it will have something to offer 
whatever wins out. To that end, the company says the 
Nexo is the one that will spearhead Hyundai Motor 
Group’s commitment to introduce 18 eco-friendly 
models to global markets by 2025.
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This Hyundai SUV 
combines the best of fossil 
fuel and electric power
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Hyundai i30 N goes 
on sale for $145k
Hot on the heels of the sleekest Hyundai (the i30 Fastback, launched in 
October), another model has been added to the range, and this one is sure 
to get your pulses racing: the Nurburgring-developed i30 N is now on sale in 
Singapore.

Having just cleared the homologation process with the Land Transport 
Authority (LTA), local distributor Komoco Motors has quietly added the hottest 
Hyundai ever to its lineup, at a price of $145,999 with Certificate of Entitlement.

That puts it at the affordable end of the hot hatch scale. Most rivals are more 
expensive, namely the Volkswagen Golf GTI, Renault Megane RS, Honda Civic 
Type R, and Mini John Cooper Works. Only the Skoda Octavia RS245 is cheaper. 

The value proposition doesn’t just end with a great purchase price; ownership 
costs should be relatively manageable too: the i30 N comes with seven years’ 
free servicing, and a seven year/200,000km warranty.

The version on sale here is the “base” model. Its 2.0-litre turbocharged four-pot 
puts out 250hp and 353Nm of torque, and does 0-100km/h in 6.4 seconds. 
Standard features include 18-inch wheels, different drive modes including 
a fully configurable custom setting, and an infotainment system with Apple 
CarPlay/Android Auto. 

Meanwhile, the version you’re likely more familiar with, especially if you’ve 
been following the international media, is the optional Performance package, 

which, as of now is sadly not available in Singapore - our guess is because it’ll 
add too much to the car’s price and dent its overall competitiveness.

The Performance Pack gives more power and torque, at 275hp and 353Nm of 
torque (378Nm on overboost), and a 0-100km/h time of 6.1 seconds. This also 
adds 19-inch wheels, an active exhaust system and an electronically-controlled 
limited slip differential.

Upping the fun factor for petrolheads is stability control that can be fully 
deactivated, and a six-speed manual gearbox (a dual-clutch unit will be made 
available eventually). Both variants feature launch control to go with it, shift 
lights in the instrument cluster, and a rev matching feature that will blip the 
throttle when you downshift. 

Hyundai’s focus with this car was for drivers to “feel the feeling”, rather 
than chase ultimate lap times. In other words, making it more friendly and 
accessible. Much attention was also paid to the cooling system, so the drivers 
can keep pounding in the laps during trackdays rather than having to let the 
car cool down every couple laps.

The i30 hatch is just the first offering in what Hyundai plans will become a full 
performance lineup. So far, the only other N models announced are the i30 
Fastback and the North America & South Korea-only Veloster N, although there 
has been talk in the industry that a Kona N might also be forthcoming.
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Out with the old, in with the new - that’s the tradition that 
happens every Lunar New Year, as it symbolises welcoming 
new things and getting ready for a new start.

In Singapore, it’s quite common to see a surge in new car 
registrations in the first two months of the year precisely for 
this reason. But while not all of us can afford to change cars 
that often, what’s unavoidable is car maintenance - and one 
of the most commonly replaced items is certainly tyres.

If you’re in need of replacing your car’s rubbers any time 
soon, you might want to consider going with a new 
set of Yokohamas tyres. Its distributor in Singapore, YHI 
Corporation, has announced a Chinese New Year giveaway 
that could see you walking away with $888 in cash.

Anyone who purchases a new set of Yokohama passenger 
car tyres from the Advan (performance), BluEarth (fuel 
efficiency), or Geolandar (SUV) lines between 1 January 
and 31 March 2019 will be entered into a lucky draw, where 
angbaos of $188, $388, and $888 are up for grabs.

Just in time for the holiday season, Mercedes-Benz debuted 
the facelifted version of its popular small executive saloon, the 
C-Class on December 7; barely three weeks after the launch of 
another significant model, the A-Class hatchback.

As far as facelifts go, this one is fairly major, with 50 percent of 
parts claimed to be new, including the car’s electronic control 
units (its “brains”), a very significant change. That said, you 
wouldn’t really know it from the outside, as the visual changes 
are subtle. 

Basically it’s just the usual suspects - LED-ier headlights and 
taillights, reshaped bumpers with larger air intakes, that sort 
of thing. Otherwise, dimensions are identical to before, in 
otherwords, the C-Class has the largest interior space, even 
though the new 3 Series has a longer wheelbase now.

On the inside, there’s been tech improvements to keep the C 
up to date with digital trends: a larger 10.3-inch infotainment 
screen (the old one was 8.4-inch), a digital and configurable 
12.3-inch instrument cluster (though it retains its traditional 
twin-dial outline), and a new steering wheel with touchpads 
to control the aforementioned screens, similar to the also-
recently-facelifted S-Class flagship and the new A-Class. 

For now, three body styles are available - sedan, coupe and 
convertible - along with only one engine: C 180, which, as the 
model’s base powerplant, is Singapore’s volume seller. 

It’s a 1.6-litre turbo with 156bhp, and 250Nm of torque, mated to 
a nine-speed automatic (previously seven-speed). In sedan form, 
it’ll do 0-100km/h in 8.3 seconds, top out at 225km/h, and fuel 
economy is claimed at 6.6L/100km. 

For the coupe, those figures are 8.5 seconds, 226km/h and 
6.7L/100km, while the convertible’s are 8.9 seconds, 220km/h and 
7.0L/100km. All versions fall into VES band C1 ($10k surcharge).

But while the introduction of the new version of anything is 
bound to be exciting, the really interesting stuff is yet to come. 

The other volume seller, the C 200 is currently undergoing 

homologation with the Land Transport Authority, and is due on 
sale in Q1 next year. 

The ‘200’ engine is part of a completely new powerplant family, 
a 1.5-litre turbo four-pot with the same horsepower (184hp) but 
slightly less torque (280Nm) than the outgoing 2.0-litre. How has 
this been achieved? 

Not with witchcraft, but with science: like its handsome big 
brother, the athletic Mercedes CLS, the C 200 uses 48V ‘mild 
hybrid’ technology, and a belt-driven starter/alternator. 

The upshot is that even though performance is the same, 
economy will be improved, as the new engine architecture can 
cut the engine when coasting along, provide a 14hp boost to 
quickly bring the engine into its ideal operating range, and also 
allow the start/stop system to operate much more smoothly. 

If performance is the only thing on your mind though, there’s the 
AMG C 43 to look forward to. 

It’s received much fewer revisions as compared to the lesser Cs, 
but it still squeezes 23hp more from its twin turbo 3.0-litre V6, 
for a total of 390hp, and as we discovered, has simply made one 
of our all-rounder performance favourites even more of a hoot 
to drive.

But away from the future and back to the present: standard 
features on the C180s include 64-colour ambient lighting, 
smartphone connectivity, 17-inch wheels, reverse camera, six 
airbags, electric front seats, paddleshifters, selectable drive 
modes and cruise control; the coupe and convertibles add 
Agility Control Suspension (lowered 15mm, and selectable 
damping) to that mix. 

For a sportier look, an AMG Line package is also available - at 
$10,000 for the sedan, $9,000 for the coupe, and $10,300 for the 
cabriolet - which comprises a bodykit, a sports steering wheel, 
18” rims, perforated brake discs, and sports suspension.

Prices start at $182,888 for the C 180 saloon, $192,888 for the 
Coupe, $222,888 for the Cabriolet, and $339,888 for the C 43.

Usher in the 
New Year with 
Yokohama Tyres

Facelifted Mercedes-Benz 
C-Class makes Singapore debut

As a Singaporean, our sense of scale can be 
pretty skewed, thanks to our island’s small 
size (about 50km by 27km). While motorists in 
other countries can easily spend an hour each 
way commuting to work, some Singaporeans 
can consider a 20km commute a chore, and 
find a drive up to KL (about 350km) absolutely 
intimidating.

Consider for a moment though, driving 870km 
daily. That’s just slightly longer than the distance 
from Singapore’s Tuas Checkpoint to the 
Malaysia/Thailand border along the North South 
Highway (820km).

That’s the average distance a Hyundai Elantra 
owner in the States has covered every day for 
the past five years. As a result, Ms Farrah Haines, 
a delivery driver from Kansas, has recently 
crossed the 1 million mile mark (1.6 million km) 
in her car, which was purchased only in 2013.

Where Singapore’s average annual mileage is 
around 12,000km, and most cars get scrapped 
after their 10 years of COE at between 120,000 
to 150,000km, Ms Haines has driven her 
Elantra 320,000km each year. In comparison, 
the distance between Earth and the moon is 
384,000km.

Even Hyundai couldn’t believe it initially, running 
multiple tests to validate her odometer reading. 
Product engineers inspected her engine casting 
numbers, service records, wire harness, and 
engine mounts, while Hyundai service and 
system engineers also reviewed her mileage 
records for her two jobs.

To commemorate this astonishing achievement, 
Hyundai Motor America crafted a special 
Million Mile Emblem to be stuck on the car’s 
odometer (since it can only read up to six 
figures), and also presented her with a brand-
new 2019 Elantra.
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US Hyundai Elantra Owner Hits 
1,000,000 miles In Five Years
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SP Group will 
now build 1,000 
EV charging 
points

Just four months after saying it would build 500 
charging points for electric vehicles (EVs) around 
Singapore by 2020, energy utilities company SP 
Group announced today that it is doubling its target 
to 1,000 chargers.

The charging points will be part of an island-wide 
network that includes such locations as shopping 
malls, residential areas, business parks and 
industrial sites, as well as sites close to coffee shops 
and food outlets.

A spokesperson for SP Group told CarBuyer that not 
all of the 1,000 charging points will be for the public; 
some will be for fleet users while the “vast majority” of 
the 1,000 points will be for any EV driver.

The network’s first 30 points will be running by year 
end, and thereafter will install around 100 charging 
points per quarter.

Significantly, 250 of the planned charging points will 
be high-speed DC  (direct current) chargers. 

In June the nation’s power grid operator had said it 
would install a hundred 50 kilowatt (kW) chargers, the 
largest official announcement of a planned DC fast-
charge network in Singapore. These chargers can can 
fully recharge some electric cars in half an hour, but the 
company says some of its new chargers will be up to 
seven times faster.

The 350kW chargers that SP Group is planning are 
nearly 50 times faster than the wall-mounted chargers 
the EV owners install at homes, and could recharge 
some smaller EVs in minutes.

But not all of today’s EVs can accept a charge at that 
speed. Hyundai’s Ioniq Electric has a maximum charge 
rate of 100kW, for example. At that current it would be 
topped up to 92 percent capacity in 15 minutes or less, 
which would be good for around 200km of driving.
The BMW i3 can take 50kW, at which rate it would be 
recharged in half an hour.

Upcoming EVs such as the Jaguar I-Pace, Audi e-tron 
and Mercedes-Benz EQC are compatible with 150kW 
charging — they would provide around 200km of 
driving range after half an hour of charging at that rate.

Carmakers generally set EVs to accept a fast charge 
until the batteries reach around 80 percent capacity 
(or 92 percent in Hyundai’s case), then slow down the 
charge rate to protect the batteries.

SP Group said its new, extra-high-powered chargers 
are meant for “new upcoming EV models with bigger 
battery capacities and longer driving ranges.”

The rest of SP Group’s charging network (meaning 
750 charging points) will be AC (alternating current) 

chargers rated at 22kWh, which charge cars at a 
gentler pace.

SP Group is expanding its charging network in part to 
support HDT, the country’s largest electric taxi operator.

“SP’s network will provide our drivers with greater 
convenience and flexibility as they plan their driving 
routes, enabling them to stay longer on the roads 
to serve Singaporean customers,” James Ng, the 
managing director of HDT (pictured top, left), said in 
a statement.

He said HDT (which stands for “Hold Dreams Together”) 
used to build and operate its own charging points 
for its drivers, but will now focus on “optimising its 
taxi operations”. The company was given a 10-year 
taxi operator licence in August and wants to have 
800 electric cabs on the road by 2022. HDT uses 
e-taxis built by China’s BYD group but said it was now 
considering other EVs for its fleet.

In August SP Group inked a deal with Grab that will 
see the ride-hailing company add 200 EVs to its fleet, 
starting in 2019. Grab drivers who go electric will enjoy 
preferential charging rates when using SP Group’s 
charging network.

The grid operator’s  strategic development head Goh 
Chee Kiong (pictured top, right) said in a statement that 
its plans will help the country reduce its carbon footprint. 
Most of Singapore’s electricity is generated from natural 
gas, which is among the cleanest of fossil fuels.

SP Group is also planning to set up charging services 
for other EVs, such as buses and other heavy-duty 
vehicles. Between that and lining up a ready pool 
of taxi and Grab drivers to use the chargers, SP 
Group is doing what it can to make sure that its 
charging network sees enough demand to make it a 
sustainable business. 

As for why regular Singaporean carbuyers should 
care, well, the electrified vehicle landscape here is 
changing rapidly.

TEXT LEOW JU- LEN  PHOTOS SP GROUP
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You can buy any consumer good online now, 
receive regular deliveries of groceries to your 
door, and now, even put a downpayment on a car 

without ever having a face-to-face with a real human. 

Hyundai and its authorised distributor, Komoco 
Motors, announced the launch of a new online 
automobile purchasing platform, dubbed Click & 
Drive, in Singapore on November 8, 2018. 

The Click & Drive experience went live on Friday 
November 9, at Hyundai’s official website www.
hyundai.com/sg. 

Dubbed as an ‘industry-first, omni-channel online 
car retail platform in Singapore’,  Hyundai touts it as a 
regional first, and it debuts here in the Lion City first, 
before being rolled out to Australia at a later date, 
and four other countries by the end of 2019. 

Online automobile retail is not a new concept, and 
Hyundai already has a similar online buying concept 
in the UK with its Click & Buy website. with Tesla 
doing direct website sales in the USA without dealers. 

“Singapore was the first and top choice for (the 
launch of Click & Drive) as one of the best performing 
smart cities in the world,” says Mr Jong Hwan Suh, 
the general manager and head of Hyundai Motor 
Company’s Channel strategy team, “with an anytime-
anywhere concept, it transforms the way consumers 
can learn about, and interact with, the Hyundai brand.” 

How does it work? 
The Click & Buy process is similar to current 
interactive online showroom and configurators 
available from various brands, but does seem to offer 
a deeper online experience. 

Is it more than just a fancy online configurator? 
Besides the usual configurator options (choosing 
colour, variants) you can also see a 360-degree view 
of the car’s interior and exterior. 

Deeper steps include talking to a salesperson on live 
chat, and being able to pay the actual deposit for the 
car, which can currently only be done via credit card. 
Hyundai says it is looking to expand the options for 
payment in future.  

What happens after I press ‘buy’? 
You get a PDF order form generated with all the 
details on it, just like in real life. 

Once the payment is done, the final signing and 
approval can be done at the showroom, or Hyundai’s 
sales consultants can visit you to finish the process. 
After that notifications will be given on each step of 
the way (COE bidding, registration etc). 

There’s also Aftersales support, as you can also 

purchase service and care packages for your car, or 
find out more about the warranty.  

Are there actual benefits to an online approach?
Obviously those who are used to the old-school 
method of buying a car might not be enthused with 
this, but it may appeal to younger buyers who are 
used to transacting purchases online. 

Plus points of the online buying process include 
being able to ‘window shop’ the full range of cars and 
detailed information about them without physically 
riffling through brochures, and being able to work 
out finance options and monthly downpayments on 
the spot. 

Pre-filling all the forms online also means doing 
less paperwork and spending less time in the 
showroom itself. 

The website is available 24-hours a day, except for 
Certificate of Entitlement (COE) bidding days from 
12pm to 12pm the day after, and live chat is only 
available during office hours (9am to 7pm).  

Can you haggle with the sales people on live chat 
just like in real life?
Erh, not really. Komoco representatives say that the 

online channel isn’t meant to replace the real-life car 
buying process, but rather to complement it as a way 
to reach a wider audience 24/7, and hence it ‘is not 
for haggling or the ‘classic’ car buying experience’. 

Promotions will be available to both online and walk-
in customers, although Hyundai also says it will offer 
online-only bonuses to website visitors - the example 
given during the demonstration we saw was a $1,000 
shopping voucher.  

What about test drives?
Hyundai says it’s possible for potential customers 
to schedule an appointment, and to have the sales 
consultants go to their location to educate the buyer 
and test drive the actual car.  

So...should I really buy a car online?
Well it’s not unheard of for people to pay for a car’s 
downpayment with a credit card, and if you’re the 
sort who dislike spending time in showrooms it 
seems like a painless method with its own benefits. 

But keep in mind buying a car isn’t a small purchase, 
as even the most inexpensive Hyundai, the Accent, 
starts from $69k with COE. So the rules of car buying 
still apply: Do your research - hopefully by reading 
CarBuyer.com.sg - test drive the car, and shop around. 

Now you can buy a 
Hyundai in Singapore 
(almost) totally online General Manager & Head of Hyundai Motor Company’s 

Channel strategy team

MR JONG HWAN SUH
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The Master Of Mischief
TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS PETER LEE

H ow many times have you watched a movie 
remake or a reboot? Chances are, you would have 
at least once. Just for a memory jolt, “The Dark 

Knight” was released in 2008, following a very familiar 
storyline from “Batman” in 1989. The two movies are a lot 
more similar than you might realize - but you probably 
won’t realize it, because it is a reboot of the entire 
Batman franchise without calling it a remake.

Jokes aside, when the Mini was rebooted as the Mini 
Hatch by BMW, it became much more powerful, bigger 
and up-market,  but it retains the classic transverse 
four-banger, front-wheel-drive configuration and, in 
this version, the screaming supercharger. 

It’s a little hard to believe that the rebooted Mini has 
been around for nearly 20 years, with the original 
launched in the year 2000. This fine example hails from 
the second generation - but there is no mistaking that 
the design screams of retro cues from the original Mini. 
It is extremely fun to drive too, chuckable in the city yet 
planted enough to conquer larger circuits. Not many 
hatchbacks we have ever driven comes close to the 
handling of the Mini. 

Notably, BMW went serious with the second 
generation Mini by the amount of derivatives 
offered throughout the product life. Along with the 
convertible (R57) option, they made it in a longer 
3-door hatch (R55), 2-seater coupe (R58), then a 
convertible 2-seater roadster (R59), followed by the 

giant, albeit un-related, Mini Countryman (R60), and 
then removed two rear doors to create the oddity 
called the Paceman (R61).

Of course, who couldn’t resist giving this pocket rocket 
a little boost? Enter Liberty Walk, known for their 
work on supercars. You may also know Liberty Walk 
under the names LB Performance and LB Works. LB 
Performance makes aftermarket ground effect kits as 
well as exhaust and air suspension upgrades. LB Works 
is a deluxe brand within the LB Performance body kit 
line- focusing on premium brand automobiles such as 
this, the Mini. 

Here, the Liberty Walk kit is styled to give the R56 the 
ultimate aggressive look - despite the cutest face that 
BMW gave it. Fitted with Liberty Walk’s trademark 
overfenders and aero kit, this is also the first time we’ve 
come close to “Bosozoku” style.

Boso-what? Bosozoku, loosely translated to “violent 
speed tribe”, is commonly used to describe a particular 
Japanese car culture which focuses on extreme car 
styling modification. This formed a mix-and-match 
style brings Japanese styling cues to an otherwise 
purposeful looking German image. 

Punctuating the clean roofline is a wing from Duell 
AG, another Japanese company focused on functional 
racing style kits for the Mini. Last but not least - 
everything has to come together to form a seamless 

Clown King
1 1
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sharp-looking package. Put together in Spray Paint Shop, 
the store had the job of applying the specially made glitter 
paint, and the purple/green gradient paint scheme.

It’s not just an all-show car. To fit the custom diffuser, the 
exhaust had to be customized to exit properly and not melt 
the bodywork. The little supercharger is aided by a new 
high-flow downpipe which frees up the restriction from the 
exhaust outlet - more air, more power, it’s that simple. 

Finally, the wheels had to fit just right. Going straight for a 
custom wheel build, RRT (Road Race Track) provided this Mini 
beast with very unique 17-inch wheels: 8.75-inch wide wheels 
with an offset of 30 in the front, and 9.75-inch wide wheels 
with offset 25 for the rear. To get the wheels flushed, custom 
spacers were added to fill the arches to the brim. Now that is 
fitment perfection! 

Finally, all that power and handling prowess would had been 
gone to waste if not for the Bridgestone RE71R tyres all round. 
There you have it, a respectably quick retro styled German 
hot hatch, Japanese styling and a whole lot of flair added into 
the mix. It looks mad. It goes like stink. After all, it is a car that 
screams “Let’s puts a smile on that face…”

Mini Cooper S R56

ENGINE
Custom Exhaust Piping
Akrapovic Downpipe

UNDERCARRIAGE
RRT (Road Race Track) Custom Rims 17x 8.75 offset 30 
17 x 9.75 offset 25 
RRT Custom Spacer 
Custom Wheel Cap 
Bridgestone RE71R tyres 225/45/17, 255/40/17

INTERIOR
Mugen Gauges (Water Temp, Oil Temp, Oil Press,)
Comptech short shifter
Juran racing heavy weight shift knob
Custom carbon fibre steering wheel
Defi VSDx hud

EXTERIOR
Liberty Walk Body Kit 
Duell AG spoiler 
Custom Spray Works 
Custom Bonnet Vents 
Custom Fender Vent 
Custom Side Skirts 
Custom DRL 
Custom Diffuser 
Dechrome
Tinted Tail & headlampW
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...LET’S PUTS A SMILE 
ON THAT FACE...
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MODIfIcatIons
Go faster, stop quicker, turn better & enjoy improved performance with these products!
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1.
This four piston caliper is a definite upgrade 
for track warriors. Suitable for up to 330mm 
rotors, this forged two piece aluminium 
alloy body comes in anti-corrosion paint 
finish in red or black. Featuring aluminium 
alloy pistons, boot type dirt seals and pad 
anti-rattle clips, take your car’s braking 
performance to the next level!

AP Racing CP9200

These lowers offer a mild lowering range for more 
control and balance. You can expect reduced body 
roll and superb ride comfort with better driving 
convenience. OE Sport Springs provide a subtle 
upgrade for a fine-tuned vehicle.

3. H&R 
Lowering Springs

Minimize voltage fluctuation and reduce distortion in 
your car’s electrical system, for cleaner signals to and 
from sensors and actuators. This will allow ECU to work 
more efficiently with greater precision. This 2-in-1 voltage 
stabilizer improves both horsepower, torque and engine 
response, as well as prolonging battery life.

Qmax Turbo 
Voltage Stabilizer2.

     
CarCreed - 6386 8033

Fong Kim Exhaust System 
Pte Ltd - 6844 4281

Wow! Gadgets - 6100 9691

Advanced polyurethane filter construction gives 
this a low weight but extra durability. Strong 
galvanised steel mesh coated with epoxy ensures 
that this will look good for a long time, while giving 
superior filtration. With a built in velocity stack, deep 
pleats technology, and high-flow filter properties, 
this is completely washable and reusable

4. Simota Universal 
Open Pod Air Filter

Racing Technik Exhaust Specialist - 6844 4644

Supersprint Exhaust 
System

Exhaust flow rates and velocity are dramatically 
increased by Supersprint designs while still retaining 
factory OEM diameter tubes. Each component from 
header to tailpipe is accurately tuned and suited to 
each particular engine by Supersprint engineers. All 
Supersprint street legal systems meet the stringent 
requirements of TUV testing for quality, design, 
construction and sound emissions.

5.

Jeep Chee Trading Pte Ltd - 6745 4700

Stage 1 in the Single Sports Series comprises an 
EXEDY sports cover assembly, Sports Organic clutch 
disc and release bearing. The sports cover assembly 
prevents pressure plate casting failure at high RPM. 
Premium friction material for superior durability 
and engagement characteristics as well as high rate 
damper springs to handle increased torque.

6. Exedy Single Sports 
Series Clutch Stage 1

MCS Garage - 6538 4322

8. D1 Spec Oil 
Catch Tank

This recycles the waste oil gas to 
avoid reburing, decreasing carbon 
accumulation and promote the 
responsiveness of the ignition system. 
This protects the environment and 
is recommended for cars with direct 
injection. The base is dismantable and has 
no filter inside, making it easy to clean.

Mods Ministry - 9844 7828

RSchip7.
A device, designed to increase power output in petrol 
naturally aspirated and turbocharged engines by 
modifying the engine’s factory settings responsible for 
fuel injections and ignition timing advance. It can be 
installed within few minutes, even for users with basic 
tool knowledge. 

Monster Tune – 8333 1487



CONTACT US FOR ENQUIRIES!

Harmony Motor (Jurong) Pte Ltd 
38 Toh Guan Road East, 

#01-53 Enterprise Hub, S608581
T: 65830001 | F: 62688668 | E: jurong@harmony.com.sg

Hours: Mon-Fri: 9am - 6pm Sat: 9am - 5pm 
FB: www.facebook.com/harmonyjurong

THE KOREAN CAR SPECIALIST
HARMONY MOTOR (AMK & JURONG) PTE LTD

THE KOREAN CAR SPECIALIST

Harmony Motor (AMK) Pte Ltd
Blk 10, Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park 2A, 

#02-12, AMK AutoPoint, S568047
T: 64822444 | F: 64822224 | E: amk@harmony.com.sg

Hours: Mon-Fri: 9am - 6pm Sat: 9am - 5pm
FB: www.facebook.com/harmonymotor

• Prevent highly likely breakdown of cars due to ECU failure •

• Especially for Hyundai Avante, i30, KIA Cerato Forte, Koup and Soul •

• 5 years warranty after Upgrade •

• $380 for a preventive upgrade  and save $600 over a full replacement •

UPGRADE FOR SAFETY-
HYUNDAI & KIA ECU

PREVENTIVE UPGRADE 
PROGRAMME
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Pamper your ride with the latest parts in the market
GIZMOS&GADGETS

A precise tripmeter showing distance, speed, 
average speed, timing and regularity target 
times. The remote display also has 7 LED 
indicators, these are used on regularity rallies 
and show the driver how far ahead or behind 
of the target speed in seconds. New features 
include performance timing, which shows 
acceleration and deceleration.

Terratrip 303 Plus 
Rally Computer1.

Steve & Leif - 8263 9046
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2.
Solar or USB powered dash-mounted display 
in colour. Supplied with four external sensors  
which displays the tyre pressures of all four 
tyres. The system monitors both tyre pressure 
and tyre temperature, and will alert the driver 
of leaks, punctures and sensor failure. All 
sensors come pre-paired to the correct wheel 
position and are labelled for easy installation.

Steelmate 
TPMS TP-S9I

ZMC Automotive - 6555 3560

Safely and quickly secure a mobile device to a 
vehicle’s dash or window or to countertops, desks 
and other surfaces around the home. 4-Axis 
adjustable head with lock-nut ensures secure 
positioning and optimal viewing. Powerful 
neodymium magnets are mobile device safe.

Scosche MagicMount 
Dash/Window3.

P2O Mobile Accessories - 9753 7735

Pushing 4K, which is four times the resolution 
of Full HD, this is massive improvement in 
dashcam technology. Featuring  H.265/HEVC 
video compression, ultra clear dashcam videos 
can be had from the 8 megapixel CMOS sensor 
and Full HD 1080p rear camera with Sony 
STARVIS CMOS sensor.

Blackvue 
DR900S-2CH4.

Wow! Gadgets - 6100 9691

Philips’ high efficiency particulate 
filtration removes fine particles found in 
car indoor environment. This includes 
cigarette smoke, pollens, dust, PM2.5, 
and airborne virus or bacteria. A 2m 
power cable and mounting accessories 
allows installation on armrest, headrest 
and under seats.

Philips GoPure 
Compact 505.

King’s Way Pte Ltd - 6748 9993

Designed to jump start cars up to 2.9L engines, it 
can deliver up to 15 jump starts on a single charge. It 
comes with a built-in high-intensity LED lamp as well. 
Twin high-speed USB ports can charge phones as 
well. It fits in a glove box and is IPX5 water-resistant, 
making it safe to jump your car, even in inclement 
weather.

Roav [By Anker] 
Car Jump Starter6.

Anker – www.ankersingapore.com

Originally used in leading German 
luxury cars, the Hella Black Twin 
Tone trumpet horn offers a stylish 
clean-line design. These trumpet 
horns are acoustically engineered 
to project a wide and harmonious 
sound emission. Designed with 
water drainage for enhanced 
protection against water spray 
and corrosion resistant.

Hella Black 
Twin Tone7.

Concorde Auto Accessories - 
6292 0087

A customisable air freshener that can clip 
to vehicle’s air-conditioning vent. With an 
absorbent filter, it can accept all kinds of 
aromatic essential oils, including blends which 
you have created. With an adjustable flow 
control knob, you can control the amount of 
scent to your own liking!

ZERO DEGREE: 
Car Diffuser8.

Zero Degree - www.myzerodegree.com
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FEATURE CAR

A tribute to the Integra, ever since Honda stopped production of 
this coupe in 2006 - plus with the sky high COE prices in 2016, 
it is rare that one chances on an Integra in Singapore. And it is 

strangely rare as well, especially in the realm of the JDM coupes. 

On one hand, you had the Toyota Corolla Trueno, Sera, Celica, 
Honda Integra, CR-X, CR-Z, Nissan NX coupe, Sxx… whereas 
Mitsubishi didn’t seem bothered to make any coupe available in 
this region. The BR-Z, is sounding like a dead end too. And suddenly, 
every car was gone. Yup, the only Japanese coupes you can get 
today are mostly luxury grand tourers.

In fact, any surviving Japanese coupe still on the road today should 
be cherished with lots of love and care, as they are akin to the 
bastions of the penitent folks who had to kill off their product lines 
to save the company many bucks. This is the Honda they should 
have never killed off.

This is why an Integra today is barely found stock, just like this fine 
example which we were introduced to. At first glance, we already 
noticed that the rear end sporting a wider stance, compared to 
the front. 

The rear end track widening was just a handling modification to 
make this GSR more apt at the corners. Yup, just like the Golf in this 
issue, this car is not the top-end model, but one that has been done 
extremely tastefully to near perfection. 

The smooth body lines were further accentuated by the addition 
of a contrasting bonnet and a big wing. Being quite a wheel whore 

ourselves, we were drooling over the discontinued 5zigen pro racer 
GN+. That’s when we started noticing that the brakes were one 
notch higher than stock. So, a closer look then...

Being a Honda hardcore, the interior is fitted with original Mugen 
gauges, Juran racing heavy weight shift knob , Custom carbon fibre 
trimmed steering wheel and the Defi heads up display. He even 
joked that some of these parts are from his previous Hondas - you 
might have guessed it, not one, but two Civic 3-doors. 

As with almost every Honda aficionado, the engine bay is always 
where the most money was spent and we’re certain that every cent 
was well researched. Starting with the FD2R intake manifold - one 
of the most highly acclaimed intakes for a K20 engine, the rest of 
the engine modifications were on the inside, with a freshly rebuilt 
engine brimming with new cams, pistons, conrods, oil hardware 
and cams. 

Growling through an open pod and free exhaust, the engine ever 
sounded like it was fresh off the factory floor - and it pulls extremely 
well to boot, with the fresh hardware being managed by a Hondata 
Kpro with a custom mapping. 

Rarely do we see old cars being done up to this extent, as owners 
scramble to lay their hands on whatever OEM parts are left from 
the factory inventory as stocks dry up. What will the future hold for 
this Integra? After dodging the first COE guillotine and with a fresh 
engine rebuild, it will continue to soldier on as the perfect Japanese 
coupe that blends razor-sharp handling, good power with head-
turning looks!

1 9

Always a great drive

TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS PETER LEE

SUPER CRUISER
...THIS IS THE HONDA 
THEY SHOULD HAVE 
NEVER KILLED OFF …

Honda Integra GSR

ENGINE
K20 ported and polish head
Comptech Piston 86.5mm
Eagle conrod
FD2R oil pump, oil pan, crankshaft
BC stage 2 cam
Blitz 6” Open Pod 
Custom short ram intake pipe
Fujisutbo RM01A Catback Exhaust
Hondata Kpro
Ported FD2R intake manifold
T.M.Works hyper direct coil
Ktuned billet dipstick
Engine done by LTM

UNDERCARRIAGE
Bc Coilover
Hardrace front camber kit
Hardrace lower arm bushing
Ultra Front top Strut Bar
5zigen pro racer GN+ with
Bridgestone RE003 225/45R17
Brembo 4 pot brake caliper
Endless mx72 brake pads
Stainless steel brake hose

INTERIOR
Mugen Gauges (Water Temp, Oil Temp, Oil Press,)
Comptech short shifter
Juran racing heavy weight shift knob
Custom carbon fibre steering wheel
Defi VSDx hud

EXTERIOR
Ibis solid white paintwork
Carbon fibre bonnet
Carbon fibre spoon mirror
APR GTC 200 GT Wing
Custom front fenders and rear widebody done by 
Success United Pte LtdW
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ONE 
TRACK 
MIND

I f there’s one thing that can always 
stand improving, it’s the skills 
of the “nut” behind the steering 

wheel. When you’re driving day-in 
day-out, you tend to equate good 
driving with not getting into an 
accident, but it could just be down 
to blind luck, rather than one’s 
defensive driving skills. 

It doesn’t matter how skilled or 
experienced you think you are, 
because it’s only when you’re under 
the spotlight that you discover how 
much work you really need – and the 
one thing we’ve realised is, there is 
always room for improvement when 
it comes to driving, and practice goes 
a long way towards making things 
‘close-to’ perfect. The best place to 
expose your flaws is on the race-track, 
because a closed and controlled 
environment is the safest place on 
which to take both car and driver to 
the limit... and beyond.

We’re at the Phillip Island Grand 
Prix Circuit with BMW and its clutch 
of M and M Performance models 
to attend the brand’s Advance 1 
Driving Experience. People who don’t 
understand such exercises tend to ask 
all the wrong questions, such as, “what 
did you drive?” It’s all about fine-tuning 
car control basics, as opposed to test-
driving the latest cars – besides, there 
are dedicated launch activities if you’re 
looking to ‘test-drive’ the latest models.

We’re not in the business of instructing, 
or driving on race-tracks regularly, 
so even though we’ve participated 
in such driving programmes before, 
every course/track is different and we 

treat each one as a refresher – after 
all, how else would we be able to 
practise driving at the limit otherwise? 
Apart from the basic brake and evade, 
slalom and basic oversteer drills, there 
are also full lap runs in a nice mix of 
cars comprising the M3/M4, M2 and 
M240i. Some people like to jump 
the gun to the most powerful model 
first, but we think the opposite is far 
more conducive. Starting with the 
‘low’ powered M240i lets you learn the 
lines, so by the time you’re in the more 
powerful models, upping your pace 
becomes second nature.

There are go-fast courses, but for these 
‘advanced’ driving lessons, the whole 
point of the drills is to develop the 
muscle memory in your hands, feet 
and butt-feel, so it becomes second 
nature to recognise what to do and 
how to react when an emergency 
occurs on the road. It could be 
something as simple as an object 
falling from a truck onto your path 
that you have to swerve to avoid, or 
something more white-knuckled like 
losing grip on an oil or icy patch.

Singapore-based BMW owners can 
sign up for the brand’s driving courses 
through the local BMW and M dealer, 
Performance Motors Limited and 
Performance Munich Autos respectively, 
or they can apply directly through BMW 
Australia for an available slot, especially if 
you’re as keen as we were to drive on the 
wonderfully scenic Phillip Island Grand 
Prix Circuit – but be warned, because 
we’re told the more popular programmes 
can fill-up within hours of registration, 
so it’s best to contact your local BMW 
representative to secure a slot.

TEXT DAVID KHOO AT THE PHILLIP ISLAND GRAND PRIX CIRCUIT
PHOTOS BMW

Whenever there’s a track session, you 
can be sure we’re all over it

2 1
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Two ISO-ed kid seats in the back. Oh boy. If we 
needed any introduction to the family-friendly 
car, this could very well be it. The Golf and 

the phrase “German family hatchback” has been 
mentioned to an excessive degree, but fully hopped-
up Golfs are thin on the ground, save for the basic 
wheel upgrades or a mild suspension drop.

After all, the Golf GTI exists for a reason. So why, you 
may ask? 

The sensible 1.4 TSI has been the volume mover, plus 
plenty of parts available for a quick boost. Extra horses 
from the tiny heart with a simple tune. But more is 
better, right? Car guy heart takes over logic from here on. 

The 1.4-litre turbocharged engine, officially makes 
125hp, but even VW knows that the same engine can 
do more, since they do offer this, a more powerful 1.4 
R-Line with a 150hp engine. 

With a majority of work done at Carcreed, the brave 
decision was made to push the limits of the original 
engine components. The upgrade path began with the 
addition of a Perun hybrid turbo, free-flowing intake 
and a Bastuck cat-back exhaust for more free flow. 

Rarely seen on such family-oriented rides: a a methanol 
injection kit with a 50:50 mix to cool the intake for 
short bursts of power. Last but not least, the entire 
setup had to be tuned with a Tuned2Race Stage 3 Map, 
plus a DSG retune for the sweet shift points to keep the 
engine on boil at all times. 

Starting with the suspension, the plush stock shocks 
were swapped for Bilstein B12 Pro kits for a lower 
ride and much stiffer damping. With the sporty ride 
requirement settled, the brakes were changed out 
for a beefy AP Racing calipers with slotted rotors all 
round for maximum bite, finished with steel braided 
hoses to keep the kit tightly knit.

And to fit the brakes, a new set of OZ Hyper GTs with 
just enough X-Factor clearance for the big clamps. 
Other handling tweaks were achieved with a thicker 
rear anti roll bar - with adjustable endlinks to tune in 
the right front end grip, various braces to keep chassis 
flex at bay and strengthen the front to rear rigidity.  

On the outside, the R-Line kit has added a visually 
attractive upgrade over the standard Golf, and it is 
complemented with a very discrete Maxton Design 
roof spoiler. In order to not upset his other family 
members, an unassuming family car which appears to 
be stock - but crammed with plenty of potent energy 
for a solo night out, this is how one car can satisfy 
the needs of many without needlessly splurging for a 
much more expensive model. 

You should have seen the grin on his face as he 
pulled away at mid-throttle. Looks can be so 
deceiving, we tell ya…

CLUBBING REALITY
TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS PETER LEEIt runs in the fun-mily
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ENGINE
Perun Hybrid Turbo
CarCreed Oil Cooler
RTMG Carbon Intake
RTMG Oil Catch Tank
Snow Performance Stage 2 Methanol Injection Kit
Bastuck LTA Approved Exhaust 
Tuned2Race Stage 3 Map + DSG Tune

UNDERCARRIAGE
Super Pro Rear Anti Roll Bar
Ultra Racing Front Strut Bar
Ultra Racing Lower 4 point Brace
Sterling Centre Brace
Eurocode Rear Boot Brace
Adjustable Ft & Rr Endlinks
Bilstein B12 Pro Kit
AP Racing 9040 Calipers
BF Goodrich SSBH
Braking Point 2 Pc Front Slotted Rotors
Braking Point Rear Slotted Rotors
EBC Yellow Stuff Brake Pads
OZ Hyper GT 18” Rims w P-Zero PZ4 Tyres

INTERIOR
Defi BF Boost Gauge

EXTERIOR
Maxton Rear Spoiler

HandlingEngine Aerodynamics Cockpit 
Dressup

Uniqueness
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VW Golf 1.4 TSI

...“GERMAN FAMILY 
HATCHBACK” HAS BEEN 

MENTIONED TO AN 
EXCESSIVE DEGREE...



www.pioneercarsound.com facebook.com/PioneerCarEntertainment

PIONEER ELECTRONICS ASIACENTRE PTE. LTD.  2 Jalan Kilang Barat, #07-01 Singapore 159346 Tel: +65 6378 7777

Pioneer Sound Tune App available for iOS and Android

Upsize your sound with Pioneer’s latest A-Series speakers, subwoofer and smartphone enabled processor.  Pioneer’s 
Universal Sound Processor and Sound Tune app incorporate a more enhanced, customisable sound performance for 
your car.  Experience a sound that will blow you away.  Feel the power.  FEEL THE DETAILS.

SOUND UNLEASHED.

 www.pioneer-carglobal.com/avh/en/z/
www.pioneer.com.sg

Do not use your Pioneer system if doing so will divert your attention in any way from the safe operation of your vehicle. Always observe safe driving rules. In some countries, certain operations of devices while driving may be illegal. Where such regulations apply, they must be obeyed. Pioneer Multimedia Receivers are compatible with selected Android and iPhone smartphones only. Compatibility 
with Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, AppRadio Mode +, AppRadioLIVE and third-party applications varies by the iPhone/ Android models and their software versions.  Android Auto may not be available on all devices and is not available in all countries or regions. Bluetooth® functionality requires a compatible Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone. AppRadio LIVE requires a Pioneer AppRadio Mode 
compatible in-dash receiver. Specific models vary by region. Certain Bluetooth features may not be supported by all compatible Bluetooth-enabled devices, and/or the functionality of such features may be limited in certain devices or by certain wireless carriers. Pioneer does not guarantee compatibility with all USB mass storage devices and assumes no responsibilities for any loss of data on 
media players, smartphones, or other devices while using the receiver. FLAC Codec support are for the files stored in USB thumb drive. Playback capability for various content may change. The maximum playback resolution is 840 x 480 varied by model. Selected compatible codec* with USB devices are not compatible with Full HD playback. Require accessories and cables sold separately. Products 
shown are for illustration only. Actual product/s may vary. All product information is correct at time of publishing. For details, please check with your local authorised dealer.
 
AppRadioLIVE, AppRadio, PIONEER and MIXTRAX are registered trademarks of Pioneer Corporation. Apple, iPod, iPhone, CarPlay and the CarPlay logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android, Android 
Auto, and other marks are trademarks of Google Inc. The Android robot is reproduced or modified from work created and shared by Google and used according to terms described in the Creative Commons 3.0 Attribution License. 
BLUETOOTH is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. SPOTIFY and the Spotify logo are among the registered trademarks of Spotify AB. Compatible mobile digital devices and premium subscription required,
where available, see http://www.spotify.com. Waze is a registered trademark of Google Inc. All other brands, product names, or logos may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.

North
AutoTrend Enterprise Tel: 6253 3333
Choon Chong Auto Co. Tel: 6459 8068

Express Motion Pte Ltd 
 

 
Leader Automobile Workshop Tel: 66358338

West
Autobacs Venture (S) Pte Ltd Tel: 6749 5600

 
Chuan Sing Auto Accessories

  

Nam Huat Auto Accessories

 

Tel: 6566 2080 /  6316 3373 

 
Nam Huat Auto Accessories

East
Autobacs Venture (S) Pte Ltd  Tel: 6749 5600
Chop Yong Moh Tel: 6344 1854
Foon Audio Garage Tel: 6841 2773

New Concord Auto Parts Trading Co.

 

Tel: 6742 8769

 
 

 
 

New Generation Auto Sound Enterprise Tel: 6348 6220
Sin Hoe Whatt Auto Accessories Tel: 6288 7580
Xtremez Audio Accessories Pte Ltd  Tel: 6841 6882

Central
Singtrade Marketing & Services Pte Ltd Tel: 6354 2853
Xtremez Audio Accessories Pte Ltd Tel: 6276 8826

Authorised Dealers 

JL Sim Lim Auto A/C Accessories  

RST Auto Accessories Tel: 6456 5108 

Knight Auto Accessories Tel: 6754 3616

TS Auto Accessories & Trading

Tel: 6282 6180 

Tel: 6280 2822 / 6459 1811

Tel: 6454 2262

Tel: 6851 6090 / 6339 3721

Tel: 6453 4522

Hai Wee Enterprise Tel: 6566 5983

King's Way Sound Garage Tel: 6748 9993 / 6749 9993
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Urive HIT - $448
- Front & Rear HD (1080x720)
- 3.5 inch touch screen LCD with PIP
- Parking Mode function
- 30 fps with PIP

Urive Albatross IV - $698
- Front & Rear Full HD
- 4 inch touch screen LCD with PIP
- Parking Mode function
- 30 fps with PIP
- LDWS & FCWS Function

Website: www.urive.co.kr
Email: urivesg@gmail.com
Contact: 8668-7700
Address: 65 Ubi Road 1 #02-78
Oxley Bizhub S(408729)

All prices quoted are before installation & GST if applicable.
Register Your Urive Blackbox Warranty at www.aimnet.com.sg

Warranty is valid when installed by Authorized dealers.
Optional GPS is available for all models

Urive A5 - $358
- Front HD - Rear VGA
- Parking Mode function
- 3.5” Touch Screen
- 30 fps with PIP

Albatross IV

Like us on Facebook @ Urive Singapore!

Rev80_urive.indd   1 16/6/17   5:55 pm



According to a survey done by phonearena about streaming music from 
your phone to the car audio, 74% of their respondents use their phone 
to stream tunes over to the car stereo, and just 12% never do. All but the 
most basic trims of new vehicles on dealers’ lots are now equipped with 
Bluetooth connectivity or phone docks, allowing you to stream music or 
other audio to the sound or multimedia systems in your car. Given the 

proliferation of tune subscription services like Spotify or Apple Music, 
and even the good ol’ YouTube, we are generally “hooked” to audio 
consumption on handsets. Not a surprising statistic, but good to know if 
you’re wondering whether some drivers still tune in to the good old radio!

[For more information, please visit www.phonearena.com]
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STRATEGIC
ALPINE

ESSENTIAL STREAM

be a worthy investment for the company. Faital claims 
to be the leading European loudspeaker manufacturer 
for the automotive industry.  The company was 
founded in Milan in 1958 as a family run business that 
made speakers for radios, audio systems and TVs.  It 

Alpine is entering into an alliance with Italian 
speaker maker Faital to produce OEM car audio 
systems. Alpine announced this week it acquired 
a near 20 percent share of Faital.  While many 
companies are racing to offer autonomous vehicle 
technology and telematics equipment, Alpine said it 
also remains committed to audio and that the future 
of in-car entertainment remains strong. It will join 
with Faital to invest and create high-end premium 
audio systems for car makers. The alliance will boost 
Alpine’s manufacturing capacity, and aid quality and 
cost competitiveness, it said.

Alpine noted in a statement that in-car audio is 
going to continue to be an essential part of the car 
entertainment experience and that ‘sound’ continues to 

entered the automotive field in the 1970s.  By the 1990’s 
it operated Sofaital SA in France and Fabrica Iberica in 
Spain, all part of the Faital Group.

[For more information, please visit www.ceoutlook.com]



I t seems like Japanese auto manufacturer Toyota has managed to woo a larger 
clientele with massive results, with daring ingredients that are increasingly 
becoming well accepted for Toyota buyers. We would agree that the Toyota 

C-HR’s aesthetics is far from conservative, compared to “regular”, more conventional 
models in the lineup. But this brave move has spawned more iterations of daring 
designs, including the recently launched Toyota Camry, which looks far from 
traditional. 

Buyers of Toyota are now looking for a more curated approach of motoring, which 
is why the C-HR strikes the right chord. The multitude of customisation options 
plays a pivotal role to enhance their driving experience, and lifestyle as a whole. This 
example is realised from someone who is a full-fledged audiophile. It might look 
understated with a dark hue disguising the striking lines of the sharp silhouette, but 
there is nothing reserved about its audio performance.

Xtremez Audio is surely one of the top installers now in Singapore, judging by victories 
accumulated over the last few rounds of EMMA Singapore competitions.

This time, we are featuring this Toyota C-HR, which was 
the Champion in EMMA Singapore’s National Finals Skill 
Unlimited category. It also took second place in the EMMA 
Asia Finals. These are massive awards and accomplishments 
from Xtremez Audio, and certainly a big honour for Singapore.

Starting with the source unit - the Pioneer AVH-Z9150BT is a 
top range 2 din unit with great connectivity, housed within 
a 7-inch touchscreen display. It works wirelessly with Apple 
CarPlay too, along with FLAC files playback, wireless mirroring 
and equipped with high-grade audio parts.

This is connected directly to the Helix DSP2 - widely touted as 
the new generation of sound. With cutting edge 64 bit fixed 
point with unrivalled processing power.
High resolution, exemplary tuning functions with clean and 
user friendly interface are all found in the Helix DSP.

Providing signal directly to two units of Mosconi all-new PRO series amplifiers, 
the 4/10 amplifier powers the Hi & Mid channel with 120watts in each channel. 
The 5/30 powers the Midbass and Sub-bass with 2x185w to the Mid woofer 
and 660watts to the subwoofer. This new era of Class AB amplifiers boast a 
completely new design - everything is clean and clearly arranged on the usual 
red circuit board. The internal heat sink cut from an aluminium profile has been 
maintained, too.

Designed and made in Italy, these new PRO series amplifiers from Mosconi are 
capable of churning out impressive sound quality on demand.

The drivers from Micro Precision take control of the front passenger compartment. 
The legendary Z Studio speakers were used in this setup. The tweeter is custom built 
on the A pillar, while the Midrange takes the dashboard and the Midbass sits in the 
original door panel location with a modified front grille. These Z cones are extremely 
exclusive, and the manufacturing time is one cone per day to yield maximum quality. 

Mass production is not possible as the process requires the correct air 
pressure. These are the lightest weight cones available, made in Germany 
by Thomas Hoffmann.

The subwoofer was housed in a sealed enclosure, seated at the side 
of the trunk compartment. The Gladen Zero Pro 10 is listed as one of 
the best car subwoofers under EISA awards! With a compact 20-litre 
enclosure using its 2.5 inch voice coil with 600watts, this Made-in-
Germany subwoofer pumps out perfect bass tone in the centre of 
the windscreen.

The sound of the ride is amazing - we tested the car with an album 
by Susan Wong, “Close to You”. Audio performance is absolutely 
stunning. The highs and mids are perfect, exuding a sense of 
realism. Tonal accuracy is spot on. And when the soundtrack leans 
towards heavier beats, the bass works its magic to deliver heart-
thumping boost on demand. No wonder this example is a true-
blue champion - a well deserved winner to cap off a roundup of 
worthy ICE car features for 2018!

2 9

ENDLESS 
ENERGY

TEXT GERALD YUEN  PHOTOS PETER LEE  MODEL HUI RONG

Toyota C-HR infused with 
supernatural audio performance
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rounds of EMMA Singapore competitions
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On the 25th of November, the best car audio 
installers in Singapore prepared their competition 
cars in the Asia Finals, where the results of seven 
countries from the best of Indonesia, Taiwan, The 

Philippines, Thailand, China and Malaysia will be collated 
to determine the best in the region.

Carros Centre (60 Jln Lam Huat, Singapore 737869) was 
abuzz with activity - no surprises given that it served as the 
perfect venue to hold large scale events - a rarity in land 
scarce Singapore! Judges for Asia Finals 2018 were out in full 
force. Costas Christopolous, Glen Saitowitz, Genna Litvin, 
Ricky Sutanto, Edy Susanto, Wayne Tung, Adison de Ocampo, 
Jino Bhucksasri, Diyoy Cabahug, Adrian Malabanan and 
Nithipatra Achirapongpakin were present to dish out their 
expertise to a keen group of mobile media enthusiasts. 

Intermittent rain did not dampen the spirits of the event. 
It proved to be a day of fun-filled activities, notably due 
to a massive turnout from Honda lovers. When the finals 
were well underway, Honda owners gathered in style to 
account for one of the biggest car events in Singapore. 
“A Day for Honda” was Singapore’s largest gathering of 
Hondas, and it featured old school classics, right through 
to modern iterations of the popular brand. This was 
certainly one of highlights, as it managed to exude festive 
vibes, along with providing opportunities for like-minded 
enthusiasts to share all-things automotive.

Sponsors for the event include Alphard, Audiowave, 
Audison, Audible Physics, Boga, Brian, Brax, Dls, Flux, 
Focal, German Maestro, Gladen, Genesis, Ground Zero, 
Harmotech, Helix, Hertz,  Micro Precision, Monster, 
Morel, Mosconi, Quartarigo Sinfoni, Rockford Fosgate, 
So Audio, STEG, Stp, Tchernov, Top Palace, Wisdom 
Holy and Zapco. Preferred dealers include Preferred 
Dealers : Action Auto Pte Ltd, Audio Solution Pte Ltd, 
Chuan Sing Auto Accessories, Darren Auto Accessories 
& Aircond, Dat’s Auto Pte Ltd, Dimension Audio, 
Foon Audio Garage, Han Revolution, New Generation 
Autosound Enterprise, ST Audio Master, Supreme Car 
Audio Pte Ltd and Xtremez Audio Accessories. Other 
sponsors include Audiotec Fischer (Brax, Helix, Match), 

Groundzero, Silent Coat (Asia Main Sponsors) and 
Audible Physics, Awave, Steg, Focal, Audison   
(Asia Sponsors).

Competitors took part in two versions of the event - 
National Finals competition, as well as Asia + National 
Finals competition. Sub-categories were tagged to each 
version, namely E 2000, E 3000, E Unlimited, S 4000, S 
Unlimited, S OEM, M 5000, M Limited, M Unlimited, M 
OEM, E 1500, MM 2.1, Best of Sound, King of Sound and 
Euro 9000. 

We would like to congratulate EMMA judges and the 
workgroup for yet another flawless event execution. 
It managed to carve a niche on its own, appealing to 
mobile media enthusiasts. Yet, the scope has been 
broadened to accommodate more stakeholders - 
not only fans of quality sound systems, but even 
petrolheads who are passionate about automotive-
related events. This, we reckon, is what makes EMMA 
Singapore Championship National Finals & Asia Finals 
2018 special. Please find below the results, narrowed 
down from 70 EMMA competition car and a total of 110 
entries. It was also interesting to note that some of the 
cars went to compete in Heat 2 of EMMA in Malaysia as 
well. Salute!

EMMA Singapore 
Championship National 
Finals & Asia Finals 2018
TEXT TEAM REV PHOTO EMMA SINGAPORE
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*Prices include installation and accessories

Speaker Cables
Silver & Copper Dual core
 Price on Application

Z Studio   Price on Application
                     Highest & Most Precise

Z Series   $5,868 (2 way Active)
$7,868 (3 way Active)

$2,388 (10”  Woofer)
One of the World’s Most Famous

7 Series     $2,368 (2 way Active) 
Spectrum of Musical Energy

5 Series     $1,488 (2 way Passive)   
Wide Range     $598 (80mm Midrange) 

Wide & Deep Room Information

3 Series  $968 (2 way Passive)
Strong & Universal

Z Series   $5,868 (2 way Active)

Music is a strong force.

Music can change your life,
Music can start a revolution.

Music can bring you down,
Music can make you understand.

Music can make you laugh.
Music can create a tear.

Music let’s you know.. You are alive!

(65) 9272 7878
terence@ice-net.biz   |   microprecision.de

All Micro Precision products are 

manufactured in Germany

RCA Interconnect Cable
Pin Point Precision 
SQ 0.75M - $358
SQ 1.25M - $378
SQ 1.75M - $398
SQ 2.75M - $408
      SQ 5M - $468

Micro_precision.indd   1 16/6/17   5:51 pm



AUTOMOTIVE
CETE 

SYNERGY@KB, 25 KAKI BUKIT ROAD 4 , SINGAPORE 417800
TEL: +65 8783 3008 WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/CETESG

YOU WANT YOUR CAR TO 
SOUND MORE AGGRESSIVE 
AND POWERFUL LIKE A V8 
ENGINE!

NOW YOU CAN.

JUST PLUG IN AND PLAY.
WITH MULTIPLE SOUND 
PROFILES CAN BE CUSTOMIZED 
TO YOUR DESIRE WITH A 
CONVINIENT MOBILE APP.
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ACTIVE SOUND

Making a car sound better is a a big part in car modification, and there 
is no shortage of parts that will give your car an audio boost. It is not 
uncommon for car owners to spend over thousands of dollars to fit a 
custom air intake and exhaust system to increase the volume. 

However, intake and exhausts systems can’t change sound pitch and may be illegal. 
Engineers also spend plenty of research hours into creating an exhaust layout, 
applying noise insulation, and designing the body structure to alter the sound. 

An increasing trend in new cars today are sound generators, a crucial addition to 
any modern sporty car. VW has the Soundaktor, a digital sound actuator. Previously, 
it used resonant pipes to feed actual engine noise into the cabin. Renault’s system, 
which can allow the driver to choose the type of sound to be piped through the 
speakers. A similar audio solution is used in the latest BMW M5 as well.

Until recently, such systems were strictly factory-fitted options. Now, we have a 
fully-customizable solution for any car, including diesel, hybrid and electric cars. 
Cete Automotive’s Active Sound Unit adds a very realistic exhaust note to any car 
which runs on a Controller Area Network, CAN-BUS in short. 

There are two different options available. Firstly, an Active Sound Module Gateway 
BLE which works with cars fitted with original sound generators. The module 
can be controlled by existing car controls, with additional adjusts done with a 
smartphone app. It allows drivers to select different sound files, change the start-
up sound, adjust the sound characteristics as well as control the volume. Other 
advanced features include speed adjustment and speed threshold, for smart 
volume control especially in slow city traffic. 

With 100 engine launch levels, 100 sound characteristic levels, 150 volume levels 
and 3 profile change mechanisms, there is no limit to how one can customize the 
sound output. 

The Complete Active Sound kit are for cars that do not come with original sound 

generators. The complete set includes a sound actuator encased in a steel housing, 
an external control device (ECU), special cable set, harness and and the Active 
Sound Gateway BLE.

The sound generator is a speaker made with a carbon membrane - it can be 
installed just about anywhere in the car as it is completely weatherproof. If it is 
installed in the interior such as the spare wheel well, some modifications will be 
necessary for the sound to be piped to the exterior. This system also allows the 
installation of an extra sound generator unit for extra sound generation. 

Keen on having your ride a sound boost? Visit Cete Automotive Singapore at 
Synergy@Kaki Bukit, #06-45 25 Kaki Bukit Rd 4 or call 8783 3008.

TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW
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The Micro Precision Asia Seminar 2018 was hosted in 
Singapore - this brand has an impressive history for 
speakers, made in Germany by Thomas Hoffmann. 
Living and working in a small town, Wachtendonk, 

in Germany near Dusseldorf, Thomas explained during the 
seminar that living in a quiet and peaceful environment is 
very important, given the amount of concentration he needs 
to perfect his works of art.  

Thomas also shared the difference between Micro Precision 
speakers with others available in the industry - its light 
weight cone is one of the key to the brand’s success. Each 
series of speaker has a different weight in the cone and 
for sure, the Z & Z Studio cones are the lightest of all. The 
Z cones have a very long history, which goes all the way 
back to 1935 where it was invented and patented by Dr 

Emil Podszus. At that time, the cone’s impressive clarity had 
already been made known to the whole of Germany. Before 
he passed away, the technology was transferred to Mr Hans 
Jurgen Gorlich, who is still producing the Z Cone till today. 

Micro Precision uses the most precise measuring equipment 
to ensure accurate information in all of its products. All steps 
during production are done in-house. The brand does not 
launch new models frequently. Ever since it started in 1999, 
there were only 5 & 7 series. To date, these 2 series are still 
in the range, because throughout the years whenever there 
are possibilities to further upgrade and enhance the sound 
of any series, it will be done to perfection. All upgrades will 
always be reflected in the data sheet of the products found 
on the website.

This philosophy is similar to automobile maker BMW. 
Micro Precision has been following this theory till today. 
Production are done by a very small group of people 
including Thomas himself. No mass production is possible. 
Entering his production facility during his presentation, you 
will be welcomed by different types of CNC machine. The 
main ones are the 4 & 5 axis from Mazak, which produces 

the magnets, tweeter housing, Z Studio parts and laser cut 
machine that does the cone cutting.

Thomas also mentioned that he had seen and heard many 
philosophies. For him, there is only one “Find the soul of 
music”. There is so much more information on your favourite 
CD. Go ahead and search for all the details and colour in the 
music, conserved on LP, CD or harddisk and believe there is 
no end.

Thomas Hoffmann has earned a great name in the speaker-
making industry of Germany. This Asia seminar organised 
by Terence Nah, Asia Manager of the brand, has brought 
distributors and dealers from China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, 
Korea, Malaysia, Taiwan, Philippines and Singapore together. 

It is also the first time in the last 10 years that Micro Precision 
will be launching a new series “ONE series” speakers, 
expected to reach our shores on the first quarter of 2019. 
This is perfectly made for OEM speaker replacement. It was 
an extremely informative seminar, as we saw more than 100 
people from the car audio industry sharing a similar passion 
for one brand! Mr. Hans JürgenGörlich

Mr Hans JürgenGörlich

Micro Precision Asia 
Seminar 2018
TEXT TEAM REV PHOTO MICRO PRECISION

REDEFINING
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VP RACING 
LUBRICANTS 
VP Racing Fuels was founded in 

1975 by Steve Burns, a young 
drag racer and self-taught 

chemist with a passion for R&D and a goal of 
developing fuels to generate more power. 
Burns’ earliest fuel blends achieved success 
first in drag racing and later in circle track 
racing, influencing advancement in engine 
designs and development along the way. 

As part of VP’s diversification strategy, 
the company has introduced VP Racing 
Lubricants, a family of professional grade 
engine lubricants as well as gear oils, an 
engine break-in oil and engine assembly lube 
- and you can get them here in Singapore!

The new lubricants are available through Best Chemical, the exclusive distributor for VP Racing Fuels, VP Powermaster Hobby Fuels, Blue Sky Adblue 
and Grip Tire Softener. It also offers other specialty products and chemicals such fuel refilling containers, dispensers, electric pumps, methanol and 
additives.

Best Chemical Co (S) Pte Ltd is located at 60 Senoko Road Singapore 758124 with a 24/7 Race Fuel, Methanol & Adblue “One-Stop-Shop” and an   
on-line shop at eshop-best-chemical.com. For more information, visit www.best-chemical.com, call 6755 2400 or email enquiry@best-chemical.com.

VP STREET LEGAL FULL SYNTHETIC 
FORMULA MOTOR OIL

This lubricant is formulated with select synthetic 
base oils and a state-of-the-art additive system 
to deliver trusted engine protection and peak 
vehicle performance. Street Legal Full Synthetic 
Motor Oil provides added resistance to sludge 
formation and varnish deposits during stop-
and-go driving and maintains outstanding wear 
protection under severe driving conditions. The 
range available are: Synthetic Dexos1 Gen 2 
Motor Oil SAE 0W-20, Synthetic European Motor 
Oil SAE 5W-40, Full Synthetic Formula Motor 
Oil SAE 10W-30, as well as two for high-mileage 
vehicles, the Extreme Service Motor Oil SAE 10W-
40 and Extreme Service Motor Oil SAE 20W-50.

VP ULTRA POWER™ HEAVY DUTY ENGINE 
OIL SAE 15W-40

Formulated to meet the latest requirements 
of U.S. Tier 4 and European EURO VI emission 
standards, this ensures long-lasting protection 
of diesel engines equipped with diesel 
particulate filters (DPF) and to exceed the 
performance standards for virtually all global 
diesel engine manufacturers. Ultra Power HD 
Engine Oil is compounded with advanced 
additive and friction reducing chemistry that 
delivers superior wear protection, optimum fuel 
economy and long-lasting soot and oxidation 
control to support maximum service intervals. 

VP Engine Break-In Oil - a unique 
multi-viscosity oil formulated with a 
blend of high quality conventional 
base stocks, antiwear additive Zinc 
dialkyldithiophosphates (often referred 
to as ZDDP), Moly and other additive 
chemistry to allow a newly machined 
engine to properly finish seating 
and mating machine engine parts.  It 
provides ultimate protection for flat 
tappet, roller cam, push rods, cylinder 
walls, cam gears, pistons and other 
critical components during break-in.

FOR STREET USE:

VP HI-PERFORMANCE GEAR OIL 

This is a superior full synthetic, extreme pressure, 
multi-purpose GL-5 gear oil designed to exceed 
the demanding needs of automotive gear 
applications and race cars under high speed, 
high shock load and low speed, high torque 
conditions. The product is formulated to reduce 
friction resulting in increased power, lower 
operating temperatures, reduced start-up wear 
and improved fuel economy. It is designed for 
most differential and manual transmissions 
requiring an API GL-5 gear oil and for the 
following specifications: API GL-5, API MT-1,  
MIL-PRF-2105E, Mack GO-J and PG-2 Limited  
Slip. It is available in SAE 75W-90LS and SAE 
80W-90LS grades.

FOR TRANSMISSIONS:
VP STREET LEGAL MULTI-VEHICLE 
SYNTHETIC FORMULA TRANSMISSION FLUID

Specially engineered to meet and exceed the 
service requirements of multiple global automatic 
transmissions with one lubricant (see application 
guide). It is recommended for a broad-range of 
transmission applications, including; GM DEXRON-
VI, Ford Mercon® LV, Toyota WS, Honda DW-1, 
Nissan Matic S and Hyundai Diamond SP-IV. It is 
also backward compatible for use in transmissions 
previously serviceable by obsolete DEXRON-III(H) 
and Ford Mercon brands. Street Legal Multi-Vehicle 
Synthetic Transmission Fluid is formulated with 
a proprietary combination of premium synthetic 
base stocks and advanced additive technology to 
deliver peak transmission performance and long-
term protection of critical components.

VP M2 UPPER LUBE

VP BREAK-IN OIL 10W40

Designed to be added to fuel, it leaves 
a thin film of lubrication to protect 
against corrosion between races. 
It protects valves, guides, cylinder 
walls, fuel pumps, and aluminium fuel 
systems for methanol powered engines.

VP ENGINE ASSEMBLY LUBE

A premium high viscosity lubricant 
that provides superior protection 
against scuffing, galling and metal 
transfer during engine assembly and 
critical break-in process. Its superior 
load carrying ability along with zinc, 
phosphorus and moly anti-wear 
additives provide pre-lube protection 
for cylinder walls, piston skirts, bearings, 
camshafts, cam lobes, lifters, wrist pins 
and other valve train components.
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What can you tell from two letters, 
and can they really spell out an 
entire corporate strategy? They 
can if they’re EQ, which stands for 

“Emotional Intelligence”, and the corporation 
is Mercedes-Benz (or, more accurately, its 
parent company Daimler). The catchphrase is 
essentially a two-word summary of how the 
inventor of the modern motorcar plans to 
evolve for the future.

It’s a future that’s generally hostile to cars 
as we know them: emissions standards are 
tightening because wanton pollution can no 
longer be tolerated, and cars that don’t meet 
them could simply be booted out of cities.

If the phrase Emotional Intelligence itself 
is vague, the plans are concrete. At least 
a hundred product planners are busy 
dreaming up what Mercedes models are 

going to be like from now all the way until, 
believe it or not, 2039.

EQ, and the tech that delivers it, looms large 
in that landscape. In fact, by 2022 every 
Mercedes on the market will at least have 
some form of electrification under the bonnet. 
That’s happening whether you like it or not, 
and whether Mercedes likes it or not. “Global 
climate targets have left us no choice. CO2 
emission limits are becoming increasingly 
stricter,” says Johannes Reifenrath, the chief 
product strategist for Mercedes. “Conventional 
drive systems will no longer be enough.”

But just as different countries will move 
towards electromobility at different speeds, 
Mercedes will roll out EQ tech to suit. In fact, 
there are three broad ways you’ll find electric 
drive in your next Mercedes, each with its 
own label:

EQ POWER

Plug-in hybrids get this label, and Mercedes is pairing 
electric motors with either petrol or diesel engines to 
cover all market bases. Essentially, the engines are fairly 
conventional (if state of the art), but with EQ Power the 
motor is neatly integrated with the transmission, so the 
system can be paired with a huge number of models. 
The trick here is software; Mercedes says controlling the 
partnership between engine and motor is the key to 
getting the best from the system.

EQ BOOST

Plug-in hybrids get this label, and Mercedes is pairing 
electric motors with either petrol or diesel engines to 
cover all market bases. Essentially, the engines are fairly 
conventional (if state of the art), but with EQ Power the 
motor is neatly integrated with the transmission, so the 
system can be paired with a huge number of models. 
The trick here is software; Mercedes says controlling the 
partnership between engine and motor is the key to 
getting the best from the system.

You can also try out EQ Power here; Mercedes’ first plug-in 
for Singapore is the E 350 e. But technology is obviously 
moving fast, and we’ve driven its successor, the E 300 e. 
Despite the smaller number on the badge, it has a more 

powerful electric motor for better acceleration, and a 
battery that packs more energy despite being the same 
size and weight as the older one in the E 350 e. In fact, the 
E 300 e goes nearly 50 percent further on electric power 
than the E 350 e now in showrooms here.

Reifenrath admits that developments to boost range are 
still going on, and says that getting a little more out of 
batteries could allow plug-ins to leapfrog full electric cars 
in some ways. If you could drive to work and home every 
day on electricity, then use petrol for longer trips over the 
weekend, why would you buy a battery-only car? “One 
thing is clear: the plug-in hybrid is far more than just a 
transitional technology.”

EQ

In spite of the idea that a longer-range plug-in could 
more or less make a full electric car unnecessary, 
Mercedes is hard at work on battery-only vehicles. These 
will be badged simply “EQ”, and the first of these is the 
EQC, an all-wheel drive crossover with 402 horsepower, 
the ability to hit 100km/h in 4.9 seconds, and a range of 
450km on a single charge. It’s no one-off; Mercedes is said 
to be working on the EQS, effectively a battery-powered 
alternative to the S-Class.

In fact, battery-electric vehicles are so important that 

Reifenrath says there will be 10 combustion-free, EQ 
models on offer by 2022. That’s a little over three years 
from now. Mercedes expects that up to 25 percent of its 
sales could be made up of EQ cars by 2025.

All of that might seem far off into the future, but the EQ 
revolution is well underway for Mercedes at home. At a 
conference in its hometown of Stuttgart, the brand made 
four different plug-in models available for the press to 
drive and three battery-electric Smart models. The EQC 
made an appearance, and there was a even a hydrogen 
fuel cell hybrid electric GLC to try. That’s nine electric or 
electrified vehicles in total (more if you count station 
wagon models).

Mercedes-AMG, the brand’s high-performance division, 
won’t be left out, either. Reifenrath said engineers are 
working on an EQ Power+ hybrid system that draws 
inspiration from the championship winning cars that 
Mercedes fields in Formula One. Mercedes-AMG will 
adopt the power boosting tech in “the near future”, 
he promises.

What should be clear is that these are the first soldiers 
in an advancing army of EQ cars. What those two letters 
stand for is an old idea that has never been more true for 
a carmaker than it is today: If you can’t change the game, 
you have to change the players.

Can two letters really spell out the future 
of every Mercedes? Here’s what EQ really 
means for fans of the three-pointed star
TEXT LEOW JU-LEN PHOTO MERCEDES-BENZ
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ENGINE
POWER
TORQUE
TRANSMISSION
0-100km/h
Top Speed
Fuel Consumption
VES Band
Agent
Price
Availability

1,991cc, inline 4, turbocharged 
306hp at 5800rpm
400Nm at 3000-4000rpm
7-speed dual-clutch 
4.7 seconds 
250km/h 
7.3L/100km
TBA / 168g/km
Cycle & Carriage 
TBA
Early-mid 2019

Mercedes-AMG A 35

WHAT IS THIS?
This is the Mercedes-AMG A 35 hot hatch. It’s the logical, 
more sensible descendant of its famously fiery forebear, 
the Mercedes-AMG A 45, although it’s not a direct 
replacement for that car. 

Instead, the A 35 is toned down, the better to compete 
against mega-hatches like the Audi S3 Sportback, the 
BMW M140i, and to a lesser extent, the Volkswagen Golf 
R, Renault Megane RS and the Honda Civic Type R. 

If there’s any Mercedes the A 35 draws from, it’s the 
second-gen A-Class sportiest normal model, the 211hp A 
250 Sport, which was at best lukewarm and far from hot. 

It’s thus best to consider the A 35 part of the new breed 
of mild-AMG cars, like the larger mid-range ‘43’ models. 
Theoretical future compact AMG models like this will 
receive the ‘35’ name, and select models, like the CLS, will 
have AMG 53 naming. 

WHAT’S THE BABY OF THE BABY AMG LIKE?
Looking at the spec of the A 35, that’s exactly what’s 
promised. It has ‘just’ 306hp, compared to the rather feisty 
380hp the A 45 had by the end of its life cycle, but get 
this: The A 35 is only 0.2 seconds slower in the 0-100km/h 
than that car was, a clue to the sheer amount of progress 
in traction that AMG’s engineers have made with the new 
fundamentals they were given. 

The exterior design is much more subtle than the A 45’s. 
For instance, you have a choice of massive rear wing, front 
aero splitter, winglets and rear diffuser/spoiler, but that’s 
part of an additional Aerodynamics Package (though it 
could be standard equipment for Singapore at launch). 

The steering wheel is a new AMG unit with microfibre and 
a flat-bottom, but there are two interesting new additions 
that make their debut here: New driving dynamics 
controls integrated into the wheel. 

GET ME UP TO SPEED.
Driving the hot hatch is surprisingly similar to the C 43 
sedan and coupe, there’s an immediate tautness the driver 
can feel, but it’s not the hard, unyielding terrifying sort, but 
the kind you can negotiate, and yes, get involved with. 

Start off in Comfort and it’s all hunky dory. Besides the 
slightly weighty steering and lively burble (compared to 
the B-Class’ tractor drone), it feels like a more muscular 
A-Class that’s a little more eager to gain forward 
momentum, and to preserve it in corners. 

Sport hots things up the right way, the active flap (it’s 
constantly variable, depending on the drive mode and 
RPMs) lets the 2.0-litre clear its throat a little, the car 
simply becomes more ruthless and unperturbed in 
dealing with all sorts of bends that come up. 

It’s when you start pushing that Sport+ starts to make 
sense, but there’s even more fine tuning you can do to 
suit your style of driving.  There’s an additional AMG 
Dynamics option to fiddle with, which controls the brake-
based torque vectoring system, you can tweak to two 
levels of it in Individual mode. Outside of that, it’s in its 
sedate setting in Slippery and Comfort, and more aggro 
in Sport and Sport+.  

Overall, the A 35 feels tremendously competent, and 
more than up to anything you can throw at it, but at the 
same time, it’s has a predominantly mature, focused feel, 

rather than the outright gangsterism of the A 45. 

The steering and chassis response are still precise when 
you’ve set everything loose, the powertrain torquey and 
vocal but not entirely possessed to the top-end sizzle 
than its bigger V6 brother has. 

HOT HATCH OR WARM HATCH?
It’s hugely fast on all roads, like a hot hatch should be, but 
a hot pace in Mallorca’s mountain roads never got more 
than a slight squeal from the tyres. It also must be said 
that for a hot hatch, the A 35 rides supremely well - in this 
respect it’s the S-Class of hot hatches. 

It won’t make you cackle with juvenile delight like an 
A 45, but it’ll surely help you crack a smile if you can 
find the space after a long, boring commute. If the car’s 
Spanish manners are anything to go by, it’ll be well-suited 
to Singapore’s urban crush especially in Comfort mode. 

That’s the A 35’s game - be more mild than the A 45, 
but also more usable, flexible, and generally sane and 
accepted into civilised company, the latter of which will 
include your SO when they see the price. 

As it stands, an A 45 now costs roughly $280k with COE, 
so to stand a chance, the A 35 will have to be cheaper 
than that when it comes to Singapore in 2019, we’re 
guessing around $240k with COE.  

That would be a fair price to pay for the first Mercedes 
hot hatch that has real AMG fire tempered with true 
all-round livability and civility you could actually use 
well in Singapore. 

TEXT DERRYN WONG 
PHOTOS MERCEDES-AMG

THE TEMPERED TRAP MERCEDES WILL FINALLY HAVE A FLEXIBLE 
HOT HATCH SUITABLE FOR SINGAPORE’S 
DAILY DRIVE: THE A 35 IS WHAT MAKES 
THE MID-RANGE AMG GO MAINSTREAM
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512 Kampong Bahru Road
Singapore 099448

+65 6271 2771

contact@harbourvillehotel.com

www.harbourvillehotel.com

facebook.com/harbourvillehotel

LIKE US 

ON FACEBOOK!

REVIEWS

“I booked 2 rooms in HarbourVille Hotel 
considering the good reviews and cheap offer 
for 5days stay in Singapore. 
Check-in and check out was fast and 
Receptionists Rowena and Lovelyn was 
hospitable. Rooms were always cleaned and 
towels changed everyday. 
Coffee sugar tea was also replenished. There 
were water bottles in each room for us to collect 
water from dispensers in 5th floor. 
They provided us handyphones that comes with 
free wifi connection. Can be used to call local/
international calls, book attraction tickets on a 
discounted rate or just use the maps whenever 
you get lost”

“My family and I had a comfortable stay at 
the hotel. What I like about this hotel is the 
cleanliness, spot on, also no frills and no fuss. 
Location is near to Sentosa and Vivocity”

Donald

Bacoor

facebook.com/Hotelnuve

LIKE US 

ON FACEBOOK!

9 Jalan Pinang, Singapore 199141

+65 6299 5975

contact@hotelnuve.com

www.hotelnuve.com

REVIEWS

“Located in the middle of a 
lot of places to go to.”

Peter

“Staffs are very kind, the 
room is very comfortable, 
and the hotel location is very 
near to sultan mosque and 
there are so many culinary 
shops nearby”

Sarah

David

“The hotel provided a mobile 
phone to be used during 
our stay which also provide 
free international calls and 
unlimited data access!! very 
handy as we used it a lot for 
google map while we were out 
and about the town”

When Leica chose to tap onto the concept 
of instant printing, some were sceptical to 
the idea. However, the concept turned out to 
be surprisingly refreshing with the premium 
brand’s first-ever instant print analogue 
camera - the Leica Sofort.
Made more modern than retro, the Sofort is 
a boxy camera sized at 122 by 94 by 58mm - 
which means it doesn’t fit easily into a jacket 
pocket, or any small handbag.
Now joining the team of whimsical colours - 
the existing white and mint versions - Leica has 
released a crisp matte black model that will 
probably be a big hit among many.
From the front, you get a window for the 
viewfinder and a small mirror that comes 
handy for some inevitable serious selfie action. 
The only control you will find on this camera’s 
top plate is a shutter release button, keeping 
it as close to the idea of the classic instant 
picture photography from the good old days.
 
[For more information, visit sg.leica-camera.com]

Leica introduces a third 
winner in their retro series

BACK TO BLACK
TEXT CARMEN ROSSO PHOTOS LEICA
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Thermaltake has announced two new power supplies. The Smart 
BX1 RGB and Smart BX1 have an “80 Plus Bronze” efficiency and 
are available in capacities up to 750W. The Smart BX1 RGB power 
supplies come with an RGB fan and no less than 10 LEDs. You 
will be able to customise via a dedicated button on the PSU. An 
onboard memory ensures that the power supply will save the last 
setting. The Smart BX1 RGB is available in 550W, 650W, and 750W 
capacities, while the Smart BX1 has an additional option in the 
form of a 450W unit. Both come in two different input voltage 
settings, including 100-240V and 230V.

Samsung has announced a new range of affordable, high-
density SSDs. the 860 QVO SSD targets users who want the 
capacity of traditional HDDs, but the speed of modern SSDs. 
Sounds like an ideal balance! The 860 QVO SSD is powered by 
Samsung’s MJX controller, and it is using Samsung’s newest 
4-bit QLC V-NAND memory. Availability will be in 1TB, 2TB, 
and 4TB capacities. A 2.5-inch form factor ensures that it 
remains very portable. Samsung claims the 860 QVO SSD 
will be able to attain sequential read and write speeds of up 
to 550 and 520 MB/s respectively. The Samsung 860 QVO 
SSD will be available starting January 2019. The 1TB drive 
is SGD$299, while the 2TB drive will cost SGD$659. The 4TB 
drive will be priced at SGD$999.

The Porsche Design Huawei Mate 20 RS is a limited-edition 
smartphone - a result of the partnership between Huawei and 
Porsche Design. Specs are are carbon copy of the Mate 20 
Pro, except for the premium Porsche Design variant that will 
feature 8GB RAM and 256GB storage capacity. Two striking 
strips of handcrafted leather dominate the rear aesthetics. 
A Porsche Design UI theme and wallpaper also comes as 
standard. Singapore is the only country in ASEAN to get the 
Porsche Design Huawei Mate 20 RS - are you willing to splash 
the cash (all SGD$2,298 of it!) for Christmas, perhaps to go 
along with your 992 generation 911?

PURPLE RAIN

RAINBOW 
CONNECTION

LIGHTNING 
SPEED

Canon has launched the Mini Photo Printer (PV–123) measuring 
in at only 12 x 8cm, while weighing in at no more than 160g. 
2 x 3-inch glossy photo prints are smudge-proof and scratch-
resistant, and have a peel-and-stick reverse side that you can stick 
to most surfaces. There is a built-in battery, which lets you print 
up to 20 photos per full charge. It connects to your smartphone 
via Bluetooth, and you can easily apply filters, text, photo frames, 
creative stamps to your photos with the Canon Mini Print app. It 
is priced at SGD$189 at all authorised dealers, while each pack of 
“Zink” photo paper (20 sheets) will cost SGD$15.

BITE SIZED FUN

At MB&F, designers don’t really favour the conventional. The 
team brings in yet another product - the LM2 White Gold 
Purple, a new 12-piece limited edition of Legacy Machine No.2. 
Covering the entire face of the Machine, the offbeat hue serves 
as a powerful backdrop to the equally unconventional LM2 
movement. Conceived by watchmakers Jean-François Mojon 
and Kari Voutilainen, LM2 features two fully independent flying 
wheels and escapements, constantly averaged by a central 
planetary differential. The LM2 is a tribute to some of the 
greatest watchmakers ever: Abraham-Louis Breguet (1747-1823), 
Ferdinand Berthoud (1727-1807) and Antide Janvier (1751-
1835), three men united by their inventive genius and their 
experimentations with dual regulators. The LM2 is also a tribute 
to perhaps the greatest watchmaker today: Philippe Dufour, 
creator of the “Duality”, the first wristwatch to contain dual 
regulators and a differential.
 
[For more information, visit https://www.mbandf.com/en]

Microsoft has announced the Pro IntelliMouse, a wired gaming 
mouse with a custom PixArt PAW 3389 Pro-MS sensor. It boasts 
up to 16,000 DPI and a 12,000 fps refresh rate. 5 buttons, 
including the left and right buttons, utilise Omron switches, 
which are rated at 20 million clicks. You will be able to toggle 
with a plethora of settings, including mouse lift distance, 
straight line correction, polling rate, and even RGB LED tail light 
configurations. Available in “dark sand” and “silver platinum” 
shades, the Microsoft Pro IntelliMouse is priced at around 
SGD$80 from China-based online retailers.

MOUSE MAGIC

PLAY MATE



AUTOMOTIVE 
CELEBRATION

TEXT TEAM REV PHOTOS ERIC KOH (KASPHOTOGRAPHY)

W alk into a shopping complex and we 
would mostly encounter stalls that 
can be found in other malls. While this 

provides convenience to the consumer, there 
will be a niche group of stakeholders who often 
crave for more unique, curated experiences - 
offbeat adventures that can arguably enhance 
their lifestyles. When we replicate this model 
for another industry, it becomes even more 
apparent that there will be a special group of 
enthusiasts, on the constant lookout to pursue 
their interests on a larger scale.

EMMA Singapore Championship National 
Finals & Asia Finals 2018 was held on Sunday, 
the 25th of November. While this was the focus 
of the event, we would like to emphasise on 
concurrent activities alongside. Carros Centre 
(60 Jln Lam Huat, Singapore 737869) was 
filled with activity, and more importantly, it 
showcased activities that not many organisers 
can pull off well. The important blend of all 
stakeholders involved played a crucial role to 
exude a sense of belonging and camaraderie 
with customers, automotive fans, suppliers, 
participants and even passerbys, who can 
increasingly sense the positive influence by 
having such events on a more constant basis.

One of the major draws was a gathering of 
Honda owners, which accounted for one of 
the biggest car events in Singapore. “A Day 

for Honda” was Singapore’s largest gathering 
of Hondas. Yes, there were no less than 
400 Hondas, featuring old school classics, 
right through to modern iterations of the 
popular brand. This was certainly one of 
the highlights, as it managed to generate a 
festival-like atmosphere, along with providing 
opportunities for like-minded enthusiasts to 
share all-things automotive. There is always 
something special when owners themselves 
mingle with fellow owners of similar rides - 
these serve as perfect platforms to go in-depth 
into a particular topic that only they can 
comprehend. It is like a live/physical version of 
an online forum, with live demonstrations and 
instantaneous feedback and recommendations. 
Exchanges like these are increasingly rare and 
priceless, which is why “A Day for Honda” will 
be penned down as a major achievement. 

This is a good, smart example of creating value 
from a land-scarce island nation, in a concrete 
jungle where we often feel the effects of space 
constraints. Our neighbouring countries are 
blessed with an abundance of land, which can 
be a major advantage for large scale events like 
this. But for Singapore, we are well prepared 
and equipped to host celebrations like this, 
and we are walking on the right path to create 
more value, by curating more unique, one-off 
experiences like what we’ve just experienced at 
Carros Centre!
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Curation of unique automotive-related experiences
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HIT TRACK:

POLO FEAT.  MQB

Volkswagen’s Polo Beats has 
pop culture branding, but it’s 
the substance beneath that 
gives the compact hatch real 
value in Singapore

No  there isn’t a spurious extra ‘s’ in the name, neither is it 
a grammar error. The new Volkswagen Polo, in its higher 
spec form, is called the Volkswagen Beats (lowercase ‘b’ 
actually, but we’re CarBuyer so we choose our capitals 

when we want to damnit). 

While collaborations are nothing new, one way of gaining 
attention is to play that aspect up - in music it’s that much 
abused ‘feat.’, and in fashion or technology it’s ‘x’ (eg as in 
‘CarBuyer x Goosedown Vests’). 

There isn’t either tag here, but there may as well should be, since 
it’s obvious Volkswagen is working with audio company Beats. 

We’ll answer the obvious question now: No, the tie-up isn’t a way 
of covering up the faults of a less-than-impressive product or an 
extra-long life-cycle of the previous fifth-gen model. The new VW 
Polo is probably the best Polo ever. 

Like the span between the Golf VI and Golf VII, the migration to the 
MQB platform has allowed for a total ground shift and the chance 
for the Polo to overcome all its previous shortcomings, while 
maximising its pluses. 

You’ll catch on to that just from the way it looks, as the Polo has 
taken an acrobatic leap ahead in design terms. 

Compared to the previous model, whose most interesting part 
was probably the square taillights, there is much more for the 
eye, and subsequently the heart, to dwell upon. 

Like the Golf it has full LED headlamps with a hexagonal pattern 
encased beneath the lens, but there are also plenty of figure lines 
on the body (bonnet, shoulders, intersecting the door handles). 

As mentioned, these aren’t just for show, as they cost extra 
money to engineer into a car, and if well executed (like they are 
on the Polo) the provide a subliminal value add. 

So it’s certainly not the kind of car one looks at and wonders 
where the money went, and consequently VW spent more time 
and effort in the places your eyes are most often at. 

In the cabin, that’s the sharp, touchscreen 8.0-inch TFT 
infotainment system and the 10.25-inch Active Info Display, a 
slightly smaller version of the one found in cars like the Golf 
and Passat, though no less sharp nor useful, and is even 
more customisable. 

TEXT & PHOTO DERRYN WONG
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Speaking of Golf, the Polo actually replaces the Golf 1.0 in the 
local VW line-up - it has the same engine, and even more power, 
with 5hp more at 115hp total. 

Yet in contrast to the old Polo 1.2, the compact hatch nature of 
the car hardly ever shines through in the driving experience. 
There is less sophistication in the way the suspension deals with 
the worst kind of bumps, but the other 90 percent of the time, 
the Polo is in fact very refined, smooth and quiet, even in non-
compact car terms. 

What’s better is that it even manages to preserve the fun side of 
things: Small hatches are fun to throw around, and the rorty 1.0-litre 
triple with quick-fire DSG is an enjoyable counterpart to the Polo’s 
sprightly handling. While there are no driving modes nor an eco 
coasting feature, back off the throttle and driving gently massages 
fuel consumption below 7.0L/100km easily.  

The Polo Beats is the second cheapest VW now ($99,400), after 
the Polo Comfortline ($90,900 with COE), and the $8,500 price 
difference between them is covered mainly by the Beats-only 
interior red trim, ‘Tracks’ fabric seats, the panoramic sunroof, Park 
Assist (auto self-parking) and a reverse camera, Active Info Display, 
and 300W six speaker sound system that also packs a subwoofer. 

For those who really like the Beats bits of the Polo, the swollen bass 
response of the sound system does call to mind the bass-heavy 
nature of Beats’ headphones, and the system can be cranked 
tremendously loud. As far as car audio goes it’s decent but isn’t 
super accomplished, but it is authentic to its origins, if that’s 
important to you. 

For everybody else, the new Volkswagen Polo is tremendously 
improved, gaining new ability while not losing any of its 
strengths, and that might just allow it to beat off the rest of the 
compact hatch competition.
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999CC, INLINE 3, 
115HP,
200NM

999CC, 
110HP, 
200NM

BOOT SPACE

280-952 LITRE

351 - 1125 LITRE

380 - 1270 LITRE

PERFORMANCE

0-100KM/H 10.9S, 
182KM/H

0-100KM/H 9.5S, 
200KM/H

0-100KM/H 9.9 S, 
196KM/H 

WEIGHT (WITH DRIVER)

1,088KG

1,190KG

1,236KG 

DIMENSIONS (MM) AND 
TURNING CIRCLE 

3,970 X 1682 X 1462, 
10.6M 

4053 X 1751 X 1461, 
10.6M 

4258 X 1799 X 1492, 
10.9M

EFFICIENCY 

5.2L/100KM

4.9L/100KM

5.0L/100KM 

WHEELBASE (MM)

2,470

2,551

2,620

A full-leather steering wheel with remote controls, the contrasting 
red dashboard, Beats logos on the A-pillar speakers, and a sunroof 
make life generally pleasant. 

As you look downward though you do see the compact hatch 
cost cutting more visibly, ironically in the white lower plats of the 
cabin, such as the plastic cupholder section and doorhandles. In 
the base model’s dark grey, the hard plastics and one or two panel 
gaps would be less apparent. 

But that’s the single off-beat in the Polo Beats’ otherwise high 
production quality. 

As the chart show, this new Polo is much larger than before. As 
a compact hatch the legroom isn’t huge but you can still fit four 
adults, five with some good-natured squeezing, and you couldn’t 
say that about the previous Polo, no matter how well acquainted 
the second-row occupants.



Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!
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OFF THE FIELD
One of New York Giants biggest ticket, Odell Beckham Jr. has teamed up once again with Nike only to bring another stunning laceless kicks this holiday season. Crafted in a silver snakeskin 
upper for this newest Nike project, the limited edition Nike Air Force 1 Low Utility is highlighted by a contrasting green glow in its dark soles, black straps and an exaggerated heel tab. Keeping 
to its roots, both the tongue and dark grey nylon straps feature Nike x OBJ branding.For further distinction to its silhouette, a magnetic Fidlock closure on the straps and D-ring hardware on 
the heel lends the sneakers an emphasised utilitarian feel.

[For more information, visit www.nike.com]

STORY: CARMEN ROSSO / PHOTOS: NIKE 

NIKE AND ODELL BECKHAM JR HAVE DROPPED ANOTHER SWEET DEAL THIS 
CHRISTMAS



ART DIRECTION STEVEN LU
PHOTOS  PETER E 
COVER MODEL SHAUN TAN

Meet Shaun Tan, a.k.a The Cheesiest Man Alive. Our first foray into the colourful and interesting world of cosplay is a guy who loves to bury his mind in the universe of comics, film, and theatre. Of course, with his interest in arts, cosplay naturally came to him as an extension to his interests. Seen here as the Joker, he has pulled off a very convincing Wolverine too! 

Scan here for more
Lona content!

SHAUNTHEBATYBRO
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Driven by Innovations
PROUDLY DISTRIBUTED BY: 
WOW! GADGETS PTE LTD

8, Boon Lay Way, #04-02, Tradehub 21, S(609964) | www.BlackVue.com.sg
E: sales@wowgadgets.com.sg | T: 6100 9691 | FB: www.facebook.com/BlackVueSG

Video Backup
Back up videos to  your phone or Cloud 
storage. Live Auto-Upload: save Event files in 
real time to the Cloud! 

Safest battery cell material LiFePO4 (Lithium Ion Phosphate)
Rapid Charging within 45 minutes
Highest capacity 38.4WH
Long lasting up to 24 hours
Protect your vehicle battery and performance
Prevent electrical error & risk unable to start your car
High temperature auto cut-off protection
Short circuit protection control

Built-in Bluetooth and compatible with free Cellink NEO App
iOS and Android OS smartphone compatible
Safest battery cell material LiFePO4 (Lithium Ion Phosphate)
Rapid charging within 40 minutes
High capacity up to 48 hours
Protect your vehicle battery and performance
Prevent electrical error & risk unable to start your car
High temperature auto cut-off protection
Short circuit protection control
Support cigar jack charging (option)

Remote Video Playback
Play videos stored in the Cloud or in your 
dashcam anytime on your smartphone or tablet

High Temperature Cut-Off 
Protects the product from the harm 
of over temperature 

DR900S-2CHDR900S-1CH

CELLINK NEX

CELLINK NEO

Front 4K Ultra HD (3840 × 2160)
8 megapixel CMOS sensor
(4 times as many pixels as Full HD)

Zoom Clearly
Capture all the critical details 
such as car license plates from 
further away

HEVC
High Efficiency Video Coding 
(H.265) for best video compression

Dual-band WiFi 
5GHz WiFi and sub-stream 
technology for blazing fast wireless 
experience

Cloud compatible
BlackVue Over the Cloud, a free* add-on service 
enabling the following advanced features!

Remote Live View
Remotely monitor your car in real 
time from anywhere, anytime.

GPS Tracking
Visualize on a map your car’s location and speed

Push Notifications
Receive notifications on your phone when 
preset events occur. Great in combination with 
BlackVue’s parking mode.

Two-way Voice Communication
Talk with people in the car from your smartphone

Adaptive Format Free 
Improves recording stability and 
requires less SD card formatting

Enhanced Night Vision
Outstanding low light performance 

Event Files Protection 
Prevents important files to 
be overwritten

BLACKVUE Over the Cloud

BLACKVUE Over the Cloud

Rear Full HD (1920 x 1080)
2 megapixel Sony Starvis sensor

Cloud service requires external Internet connection through mobile routers or other WiFi hotpots. 
Learn more from www.blackvue.com.sg/over-the-cloud
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Long Cycle
Life

Protects your
car warranty

Approved by 
car agents

P

Long Cycle
Life

Protects your
car warranty

Approved by 
car agents

Visit us at
Suntec City, West Atrium, Level 1.

7 to 13 Jan 2019, 10am to 10pm
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